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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The object1ve of this test program was to evaluate the performance of a star 
tracker which uses a G.E. ST-256 CIO as the focal plane detector. The CIO is 
an array of 256 x 256 pixels which are 20 x 20lofll in d1mension. The tracker 
used for test wa$ a breadboard tracker system developed by BASD. Unique ac-
quisition and tracking algorithms are employed to enhance performance. A pat-
tern recognition process is used to test for proper image spread function ard 
to avoid false acquisition on noise. A very linear. high gain. interpixel 
transfer function is derived for interpolating star position. 
The Nikon F-2.8 lens used in the tracker has an EFL of 100 mm. The tracker 
has an FOV of 2.93 degrees resulting in a pixel angular subtense of 41.253 arc 
sec 1n each aX1S. It should be noted that the CID used Tn thlS tracker is a 
research device procured from GE. The device was furn1shed w1th penphera1 
circuits packaged in breadboard fash-ion. It -was essent-ial'y the first of lts 
kind and had not been tested beyond a level necessary to insure it was opera-
tional when received by BASD. The tracker's projected performance was based 
entirely on data taken from a prevtous 128 x 128 CIO fabricated and tested by 
G.E. 
-The test program of this report. conducted with funds provided under HSFC con-
tract No. NASB-34263, was designed to evaluate only the tracker system per-
formance. No detai led CID characterization tests were conducted under this 
program. 
1.2 APPROACH AND EXTENT OF TEST 
Appendix A. 15- a- copy of the test procedure (BASO No. 2332-101) used for the 
program. This procedure presented a star to the tracker in a circular pattern 
of positions; the pattern was formed by projectlng ~-simulated star through 4 















Two diameters were used for the circle,. a small diameter of approximately 4 
pixels and a large diameter of approximately 14.5 pixels. 
Five small circle locations were tested with the ClD temperatures at O·C. 10·C 
and 20·C and with star magnitudes of approximately 1.0. 2.8 and 6.0 Mv. Thus. 
nine small circles of data were taken at each of the five locations. Each da-
ta circle consists of 60 data points taken at approximately 6 degree intervals 
of wedge rotation. Each data point represents the mean of 5 readings. 
Each small data circle sampled approximately 65 different pixels and used 16 
different interpixel transfer function cycles in each axis. 
The large circles were taken only at O'C and 2.8 Mv. The number of data 
points and readings were the same as those used for the small circle read-
ings. Each large circle sampled approximately 720 different pixels and uses 
30 d1fferent transfer function cycle~ 1n each aX1S. 
T~le 1-1 shows the CID extent for pointing accuracy. 
The pointing accuracy test was automated to take 60 data pOints for a circle 
in less than 10 minutes. The raw pixel data for the track cycle was stored on 
floppy !fiscs. The cOlTl'uter then determined POSlttorr and error for the data 
relative to a best fit circle. All data was normalized to the pixel dimension 
of 2QflII1. 
Further tests determined readout noise, Noise Equivalent Displacement (NED) 
during track. and spatial nOlse during acquiSition by taking related data and 
reducing it. The standard deviation for a number of readings at a fixed posi-
tion was used to determine readout nOlse and NED. Coarse and flne maps were 
developed using the tracker acquisition mode. These maps were examined to de-
te~ine the maximum spatial noise as it_ applies to the coarse ~d fine acquis-
ition modes. 
1-2 




I" EXTENT OF ACCURACY DATA 
Small Large 
Circles Circles Total 
No. of locations for circle 5 5 10 
No. of circles of data 45 5 50 
No. of different pixels used 325 3,600 3,9~S _ 
No. of different transfer function cycles 160 300 460 
No. of position measurements 2,700 300 3,000 




Extensive exploratory tests and analyses identified potential sources of error 
and methods of improving performance. 
The test results are summarized in paragraph 1.3 below. Further detail on the 
test approach and results are provided in Sections 2. 3 and 4 of this report. 
Volume II contains a complete set of the data that was taken. 
1.3 SUMMARY OF TEST RESl'L TS 
All position. dimensional and accuracy data has been normalized to the 2011 
pixel dimension and can be related to angle by the scale factor of 41.253 arc 
secs per pixel. 
Accuracy data related to an arbitrary reference on the eID is all inclusive. 
No -attelIlJlt has been made to separate error sources such as i nstabi 1 i ty. test 
equipment, Quantization, image uncertainty, etc. 
Tracking data was taken using an LED source with a center wavelength of 656~m 
and the t~acker lens set at F-2.8. 
1.3.1 Interpixel Transfer Function Linearity 
The linearity of the interpixel transfer functlon was evaluated over ·several 
cycles and results indicated tHat there is less than! 0.005 pixe-ls-RMS -devia-
tion from a straight line. This performance is equivalent to that predicted 
by BASO's analyses. 
1.3.2 Interpixel Signal Scale Factor 
The scale facto. (Signal vs. 01splacement) for pixel-to-pixel transfer is ap-
proximately 1.7 times the total image signal per pixel displacement. The the-
oretical limit is 2.0-. the expected scale factor waS approximately 1.9 times 













The scale factor is inversely proportional to image dlarneter. For this sytem 
the mtnimum Aapparent image diameter- appears to be defined by the pixel-to-
pixel cross talk in the CIO. 
1.3.3 Readout noise 
A random readout noise of 278 e- per pixel was observed for the CIO focal 
plan~ and is consistent with G.E.'s prediction and is reduced to approximately 
35e- per update by the multiple read Non Destructive Read Out (NORO) process 
developed by G.E. 
If the -system bandwidth is equal to the pixel data rate of 5000 Hz. the read-
out noise constant is 3.93 e- per Hz~a 
1.3.4-- Sp~tal NOlse For Coarse Acqulsition 
The double read subtractlon process for coarse acqu;sltlon takes approximately 
4 seconds miminum and results ln an integration tlme of 2 seconds WhlCh can be 
increased -by -adding integration time between reads. A maximum spatial noise 
of 105e- was observed. 
BASD~desjgn 1S based on a minimum star signal of 3.3 x 104e- per second. By 
adding two seconds integration to the acquisition time~his signal should rise 
above the noise level and result in an acquisition time of 6 seconds for a 
minimum star slgnal level. 
1.3.5 Spatlal Noise For Flne Acquisitior 
USlng an integratlon tlme of 0.5 second fine acqulsition maps revealed a worst 
case spatial noise- of l04e-. This is below the mlnimum star slgnal level and 







1.3.6 Acquisition Performance 
The acquisition modes were not optimized beyond the point required to acquire 
stars for accuracy testing. Extensive testing in this area was considered to 
be inefficient at this time; however, acquisition was readily achieved for the 
1 Mv to 7 MY star range used tn this test program under the basic conditions 
of paragraphs 1.3.4 and 1.3.5. A significant number of false acquisition at-
tempts were observed for stars dilll'ller than 6 Mv, especially at the 20·C CID 
operating tempe~ature. 
The- pattern recognition process effect~vely rejected acquisition on spatial 
noise when thresholds were below noise level. 
1.3~7 Position Accuracy Performance 
For stars brighter than 3 Mv the accuracy performance was : 0.0178 pixels 
RMS. There was no slgn1f1cant vanat10n 1n accuracy uS1ng CID tempera!ures 
ranging from O·C to 20·C. The errors for large circles were slightly larger 
than for small circles. a degradation attributed to changing focl.!s resulting 
from nonorthogonality of the CIo plane to optical axis alignment. 
The- accuracy- for the -6 -MY- star magnttuda did vary with CIo te~erature chan-
ges. The results from all the 6 MY star data are as follows: 
CIo TEMPERATURE ACCURACY 
+ 0.0282 RMS 
! 0.0256 RMS 
+ 0.0465 RMS 
These resu 1 ts are i ncons i stent wi th BASo I s prev; ous ana lyses wh i ch showed 
tracker accuracy would be limited by pbel-to-pbel variattons in- dark cur-
rent. Therefore, all data should show degraded accuracy with increaSing CID 
temperatures. The errors for the 6 MY star magnitude do change with tempera-




1.3.8 Sources Of Error 
The analysis indicated that accuracies of 't.OOS pixels to ~.OlS pixels RMS 
I should be aChievable for CID temperatures of O·C to 2Q·C respectively. 
I 
.. 
Review of data for stars brighter than 3 MY does not reveal a trend of de-
graded accuracy with increased CI~ dark current. The transfer function line-
arity error (Subsection 1.3.1) meets the criteria for the projected accuracy. 
Another error source, not previously identified, was suspected and an exten-
sive evaluation_and_exploratory test-program was conducted by BASD to identify 
the error sources. 
The conclusion is that the accuracy for bright stars could be limited by pre-
sent mechanizat10n _prohlems rather than by unc~rtainties in the CID (except 
for bad areas in the CID). A solution to this problem has been defined but 
not yet lmplemented and tested. The problem and solutlon are brlefly summar-
ized below. 
• The CID design provides access to a 4 x 4 block of pixels with one 
address. 
• BASD's mechanization requires sampling a dark pixel for use 'as a 
reference for common mode noise rejection. 
• In order to conserve time, the dark pixel is sampled from the same 
4 x 4 block used to sample the star signal pixels. This results in 
_s~1ing "dark" pixels adjacent to the pixels on which a star is 
imaged. 
• Sufficient pixel-to-pixel cross talk exists in the CID; therefore, 
a pixel -adjacent- to the star-image also receives star sigriaL 
1-7 
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• The cross talk into the dark reference pixel results in biasing the 
transfer function for varying star positions which could result in 
position bias errors. 
The problem can be minimized by advancing the data block when taking dart da-
ta, and thereby assuring that the dark pixel is never sampled adjacent to the 
signal pixels. Although this takes more tin..-, it is estimated that the re-
sultant increase in NED will be less than 10%. 









Pixel-to-pixel response variations 
Pixel point spread response function and variations 
Effects of the injection pulse 
Test equipment errors (nor.-flat wedges) 
CrD misalignment (non-orthogonal alignment) 
Image dlstortl0n 
Chromatic effects of Cid and lens 
Naise- Equivalent Displacement (NED) 
The-NED-was- tested-usillg- a -5~9-Mv -star with varying update time. Results are 
tabulated below in T.1ble 1-2. 
The NED performance closely follows the predicted pattern in that for S.10rt 
update tlmes it is dominated by readout noise, and for lcnger update times it 











• Tctole 1-2 
NED VS. UPDATE TIME (Tu) 
MY = +5.9 









Initial attempts to conduct the accuracy test resulted 1n frequent loss of 
tracK whlle moving the wedge, and consequently the star image to a new posi-
tion. Due to this problem and an -excess-ive long acquisition time for dim 
stars, star pattern recognttion logic and a portion of the adaptive rate con-
troT were implemented. Thereafter, few loss of track -events were experienced, 
and when they were, the star was reacquired with little time lost in taking a 
circle oT data. 
The adaptive rate control allows for tracking ~ithout degradation in accuracy 
to rates of 0.5 pixels per update. There is an associated lag in position da-
ta and a slight decrease in the transfer function slope; however, both are 
predi ctab 1 e. 
The traCKer should maintain track to rates equlvalent to 1 pixel per update. 
The test was not set-up for precision measurements at high rates and the 
tracKlOg accuracy could not be verified; but an open loop test was conduc.ted 
to verify track was maintained at 1 pixel per update. This was accomplished 
by driving the star in a larg~ circle pattern at maximum wedge rate and esti-





equivalerot rate of 1 pixel per update. The rate used was approximately .5 





1.3.11 General Performance of the ST-256 CID 
Detai led characterization tests for the CID were not part of this program; 
however in the coarse of conducting the tracker test some general observations 
were made. 
• CID environments and operating time 
The ST-256 was exposed to uncontrolled handling and environments typical 
of mo~t R&D programs. During the development and troubleshooting pro-
cess the focal p1ane was removed and reinstalled in the optical head many 
times. The CID sealed glass coverplate was inadvertently cracked during 
a microscope i IIspect i on ear 1y in 1981 and was subsequent ly removed. A 
dry N2 purge was added tc. provide an inert enVlronment for the exposed 
detector. Unobserved loss of the N2 supply during a O·C test resulted in 
frost formation on the CID chip. 
The unit was transported between facilities at BASD. It was shipped to 
Washington D.C., Hay 1981 and subsequently subjected to low level radia-
tion -to evaluate noise susceptability. 
BASD has operated the eIO on an almost continual basis since its receipt 
in July 1980. Estimating its on-time at 80%, approximately 1700 hours 
have accumulated on this device without noticeable performance degrada-
tion. 
• elD Neise 





Spatial noise was not evaluated, but, it appears to approximate G.E.·s 
predictions. Refinements to the acquisition and track algorithazs will 
provide more insight into average spatial noise limitations. 
Some abnormal local dark current generation was observed as was expected. 
However, the frequency of occurrence should be low relative to the total 
CIO area. 
This CIO appears to have several high current areas or -hot spots-. 
These hot spots ~ere noted in false acquisition attempts and, in some 
cases, in false tracking when thresholds were set low. No quantitative 
measurements were made except f~r the area where accuracy tests may have 
been performed. 
This particular device also exhiblts a large electrically coupled noise 
pulse immediately following injection. The anomally was observed by G.E. 
pnor to dellvery and was attnbuted to an error ln the ChlP mask. The 
amp'tltude of this pulse can be reduced by a mask change. Common mode 
noise reject ion tn the tracker design minimized the effect on tracker 
performance. The most noticeable effect was -a reduction in the usable 
dynamic range of the AID converter. The same problem relates to the 
flxed pattern nOlse evident ln the CIO. 
• CIO dark current 
The CIO dark current was contlnually monitored in accordance with the 
procedures of Appendlx A. The measurement made uSlng the dark reference 
pixeJs er~s somewhat since the pixels contain some signal- (subsection 
1.3.8) . 
The measured mean dark current is approximately 104e-. 2.4 x 104e- and 5 
x l04e- per. pixel-seconcL.4t .(l-c... lO-C and 20-C respectbely. These le--







• CID Responsivity 
Star magnitude is determined by using the track signal pixels and comput-
ed in accordance with Appendix A procedures. The tracker MY computation 
is made using the spectral response curves obtained from a G.E. report on 
the 128 x 128 CIO. A test determined that the computed MY magnitude and 
that measured with a photometer agree within ±.5 Mv for stars in the 
range of 1.0 Mv to 6.0 Mv. This is close enougn to lend credibility to 
the predicted CID response. 
1.4 CONCLUSION 
The trackers per-formed with an accuracy of approximately! .02 pixels RMS at 
O·C. The tracker's scaling is 41.253 arc sec per pixel resulting in an accur-
acy of ± 0.82 arc sec over the 2.93 degree FaY. 
The accuracy of :t .02 plXels, or 1 part in 12,800 for the total FOV, is 1m-
pressive when compared w1th sensors uS1ng past technolog1es. However. it does 
not meet the degree of accur-acy BASD feels the tracker can ultimately achieve. 
From the results of th1S test and previous stLld1es. 1t is concluded that the 
CIO star tracker remains a primary candidate for continued development and 
performance-evaluation. A potentia-l error resulting from the existing ,mechan-
ization as discussed in subsection 1.3.8 can be corrected. Other potential 
sources of error remain to be investigated. Since our projected linearity 
(better than :0.005 pixel) for the interpixel transfer function was verified 
and since accuracy 1S not yet limited, at least for brighter stars. by the CID 
dark current, it appears that further improvements can and should be made. 
1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
A variety of areas require further study, development and evaluation. The ex-
tent of effort associated with each depends on the objectives to be accom-
plished. The effort suggested below is directed at defining the CIO tracker 





flight development programs. The recommended future efforts relat~ to both 
the ClD and the tracker system design are-summarized below. 
1.5.1 Proof of System Concepts 
BASO has completed extensive analyses and studies related to: 
• Acquisition 
• Automatic Gain Control (AGC) 
• Adaptive Rate Control 
• Multiple Star Tracking 
• Tracking Accuracy 
The completion of the following recommendations will result in a high~r degree 
of confidence relative to the-expected performance in each area. 
Improved Accuracy 
A potential systematic source of error has been identified in this test 
program and can be eliminated with- a software change. It is recommended 
that the change be implemented in the existing equipment and that the 
test be repeated to verify maximum tracking accuracy for a tracker with-
out compensation-or calibl""ation.Other pot-entiat sources of error sttoul~ 
also be investigated under this task. 
Improved AcquiSition and Rate Tracking 
A portion of the acquisltion logic and adaptive rate control were mecha-
nized to complete this test program. Additional functions must be adde1 
to optlmlZe performance in both areas. It is reconmended that these 









Multiple Star Tracking and AGC 
Thre'iholds and gains can be readily selected for proper acquisition and 
track of a single star. However, for multiple star tracking the signal 
from the related sources may be severa 1 orders of magni tude apart. To 
acquire, select, and track these sources in a reasonable amount of time, 
it is necessary to automate the acquisition ranging and gain of the track 
loop. BASO has studied this problem and formulated various concepts to 
achieve the desired performance. It is recommended that these concepts 
be refined and implemented-in the existing-hardware for evaluation. 
1.5.2 cro Study and-Evaluation 
Recoll111endations for study in the cro performance and the readout process ap-
plicable to tracker acquisition and track modes-a~e as-follows. 
ero Characteristics and Specification 
Several CIO's should be fully characterized and evaluated in order to es-
tablish confidence in their performanca i~ future trackers. A specifica-
tion for the cro oerformance parameters-should be written reflecting the 
results of this evaluation program. 
cro Design and Readout Approach 
The cro design and the readout approach should be thoroughly reviewed 
with the following objectives: 
• Ellmlnation of injection pulse 
• Reduced pattern noise 
• Reduced readout noise 
• Improved data and processlng rates 
• System Simpllfication 





General packaging concepts should be studied in order to establish a 
stable design which can withstand launch and space environments. The de-
s-ign should provide- adequate cool ing for- the detector and a means for 
heat transfer of cooler power. A mechanical model should be fabricated 
and envlronmentally tested to ensure these requirements are met. 
1.5.3 General Study Items 
• Optics 
An analysis of the full spectrum of CIO spectral sensitivity for typical 
lens performance and ero point response should be conducted to relate 
tracker performance versus star color. Whenever pOSSible, cromatic ver;-
flcatlon tests should ~e conducted using breadboard hardware. 
• Parts Status and Power Estimates 
A detailed study should be conducted on parts for use in a flight unit 
and should include plans to qualify or change nonstanda~d parts. A de-
tailed power estimate should be made based on a typical design for flight 




TEST APPROACH AND EQUIPMENT 
2.1 GENERAL APPROACH 
A compound reflective/refractive system which project~ a light source to in-
finity was used for the star simulation. The star light was projected through 
a motorized. compound. rotatable-devjation wedge assembly. As the wedges are 
rotated in the drive assembly. the star appears to IOOve in a circular path. 
This circular locus of the star image is the positional input to the s!ar 
tracker optical assembly for position accuracy tests. 
The star tracker optics consist of the ST-256 CIO detector mounted at the fo-
cal plane of a Nikon F-2.S camera lens. A Cromemco z-ao microprocessor devel-
opment system is interfaced to the star tracker optics which pprforms the ac-
quisition and track logic functions. The star simulator, wedge drive asseubly 
and star tracker optics are mounted on an lsolated test surface plate to ,ro-
vide maximum mechanical stability. 
A block diagram of the test setup is shown in Figure 2-1 
Figure 2-1 Block Dlagram of Overall Hardware System 
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2.2 STAR SIMULATOR 
The star simulator projects a light source from an LED to infinity. Monocbro-
matic light was used to eliminate optical problems associ ated with ordinary 
white light when using a commercial lens. The LED output is a green light of 
approximately 656nA wavelength. 
The intensity of the simulated star was varied by an external power supply. 
Three- star- inten~ities used gave a range of about five star magnitudes. The 
EFl of the simulator is 61 cm. An aperture diameter of 0.051 mm was used in 
front of the LED which resulted in an angular subtense of rT.25 arc sec. (less 
than half the ptxel dimension). A photograph of the star simulator is shown 
in Figure 2-2. 
2.3 DEVIATION WEDGE DRiVE 
The wedge drive assembly is located in the optlcal path between the star siuu-
lator and star tracker optics. The assent> ly contains two independent sets of 
counter rotating gear~. £ith~r set may be independently driven by a D.C. DO-
tor coupled to the gears. Four deviation wedges with adaptors are provided 
with the assembly. The deviation angle of each is approximately 12 arc lIin. 
Counter-rotatillg tllI:Werl:ges: produces a linear deviation of-the star light as a 
function of wedge rotation. A single rotating wedge simulates circular motion 
of the star. 
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When two wedges are attached to one gear, indexing their deviation vectors 
produces a desired resultant deviation. Both wedges rotating together result 
in a circular motion with an adjustable angular diameter of 0 to 24 arc min. 
A scribe line on each wedge indicates the direction light will be deviated. 
Each wedge housing has 132 teeth, on its periphery at intervals of 2.727 de-
grees. These teeth, along with the wedge scribe, allow for course indexing of 
wedge pairs to achieve a desired resultant deviation. A lock for the gears 
farthest from the motor is pr-ovided to select the set- with ;s driven. The 
two sets are coupled through planetary friction drive gears. 
A one percent continuous turn servo potentiometer is coupled to one gear of 
either counter rotating set. The coupling gear ratio is 1:5 so that with one 
complete gear rotation the potentiometer rotates through five cycles. Each 
pot rotation corresponds to 72 degrees of gear and associated wedge rotation. 
The control box which drives the wedges can be set to either incremental steps 
of wedge rotation (manual or computer initiated) or f~ continuous run {set 
manually). The speed of the rotation is manually variable from zero to a aax-
imum. The wedge rate control is open loop in either case. Figure 2-4 is a 
photograp~ of the wedge drive assembly. 
2.4 STAR TRACKER 
The CIO is a 256 x 256 pixel detector array with a pixel size of 20 x 20 ~. 
The array is deSigned for parallel row readout and includes integral shift re-
gisters. The-CIO signals are processed using double read nondestructive read-
out (NORO). The process reduces fixed pattern and readout noise. 
The effective focal length of the Hikon lens is 100 mm giving each pixel an 
_ -~lar suhtense of approximately 41.253 arc sec. The array, thereforp., pro-
vides a square field of view of approximately 2.933 degrees on an edge. The 










reading out the array. The board also has the CrD cooler circuit on it. Tne 
analog CIO signals are directly digitized by an A/U converter to usable form 
for the microprocessor. 
Figure 2-5 is a photograph of the CIO and circuit board. Figure 2-6 is a 
photograph of th~ complete tracker optics. 
2.5 COMPUTER HARDWARE 
The CIO tracker data is acquired and processed in software. Complete control 
and analysis of this s~tem is performed by the Z-SO microprocessor through a 
Cromemco development system. The interface box consists of several computer 
hardware cards with interfaces to the CID, terminal, line printer, and plot-
ter. The terminal displays real time data as the star tracker- acquires and 
tracks stars. Oata is stored on-floppy disks and then printed out by the line 
printer. The plotter then plots the acquired data. 
Figures 2-7 and 2-8 are photographs of the computer hardware and peripheral 
test equipmenL 
2.6 GENERAL TEST CONDITIONS 
During tests, the room 1 ights were off and other light sources were mini-
mized. Operation was conducted at ambient room temperature and a hood was 
placed over the tracker, wedge assenbly, and simulator to provide a mere 
stable temperature environment by minimizing convectton currents. The CIO had 
a constant H2 purge of about 20 lb. while the system was running and about 5 
lb. when the tracker was ofr. The data was taken at three different CIO ten-
peratures. Temperature variation is accomplished through use of the T-E cool-




Figure 2-5. CID Board and Lens 
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Noise is represt:nted by basic random or spontaneous fluctuations resulting 
from the physics of the devices and material which comprise the electrical 
systen. The performance of the CID tracker depends upon the noi se generated 
within the system; which is categorized as temporal noise (random noise) and 
pattern noise (spatial noise) are of particular concern. 
3.1.2 Temporal Noise 
Temporal noise is a totally random signal and the two major sources are John-
son noise and shot noise. Johnson noise is the dominant temporal noise source 
at hlgh rates and 1S proportional to the square root of the bandwidth. Shot 
noise is proportional to the square root of the signal, and in this case, the 
signal can be light or dark signal/current. Shot noise t~ical1y becomes dom-
inant at high temperatures or long update times. 
3.1.3 Pattern Noise 
The two types of pattern noise which are of concern are -fixed- pattern noise 
which repeats with each reading and -variable- pattern noise which is not re-
peatable. The latter may vary according to time, temperature, and ~i;na1 
level. 
The major sources of fixed pattern noise in CID image sensors are transistor 
switching interference, array photolithographic variations .::nd- bias charge 
variations. The variable types of pattern noise result from spatial varia-
- t-; ons- in daJ'k -cUl"'rent -and-res pons i vi ty. 
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The device used in this test program had another noise source resulting from 
an error in the CIO mask design- This noise occurred as a pulse coupled into 
the signal line immediately after injection and had a long decay time and gave 
the CIO the appearance of having a shaded spatial time dependent response. 
This problem can be eliminated or mlnimized in future devices by a correction 
to the mask design. 
3.1.4 Noise Suppression Technigues 
The temporal noise is reduced by repeated CIO nondestructive readings or up-
dates. This process effectively reduces the Johnson noise by a factor equiva-
lent to the square root of the number of readings taken and is used in-Jxlth 
the acquisition and track modes of operation. 
Fixed electrical pattern noise is minimized by the double read, nondestructive 
method of readout. Two consecutive sets of read samples are differenced -to 
cancel the rep€titlve spatial noise interference, ideally leaving the Signal 
behlnd. 
Oark current pattern noise can be reduced by cooling the CIO to minimize the 
mean dark current. The varia~ions (spatial noise) in dark current and respon-
sivity are inherently low in the CID. Further reduction is accompl ished by 
averaging the-effects over several pixels in the ~eadout-proce~ 
The effect of the injection pulse was minimized using COImlOn IOOde rejection 
techniques. A pattern recognition process implemented in the tracker results 
in overriding acquisition on noise. The noise primarily effects the time for 
acquisltion and tracking accuracy. 
3.1.5 NOlse Tests 
Tests were conducted to define the temporal and pattern noise evident in the 
__ - __ A __ 
CID tracker. 
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3.1.5.1 Temporal Noise Data 
The temporal noise test was conducted on a block of 16 pixels. 128 nonde-
structive readings (NORO's) were taken for each pixel. The second 64 readings 
were subtracted from the first 64 to eliminate flxed pattern noise. This pro-
cess was repeated a hundred times for each pixel in the 4 x 4 pixel block. 
Thus, the (spatial) fixed pattern noise is minimized and random or tefllloral 
noise is left. The test was repeated at O·C and 10·C. The mean and standard 
deviation for the sets of a hundred readings are shown in Table 3-1 and 3-2. 
- The mean of the readings decreases in value- wUh time -as they are read from 
pixel II to pixel 116 becau~e of the injection pulse. 
The average standard deviation at lO·C is 17.59 bits. The scale factor is 
179.5e - per bit, so that the temporal noise for 128 readings is 3157.4e-
RHS. The average standard deviation for the O· data is 3134e- RHS. Taking 
the average of the 10- and O· data, there are 3146e - RHS for -the 128 read-
ings. Since the noise increases as the square root of the number of readings, 
3146 278£ 




TEfoPORAL DATA -FOR 1:0 PIXELS AT O·C 
Pixel # 
Average of 100 Readings 
X (of Signal) S (Standard Deviation) 
1 582-.7475 20.0954 
2 584.4343 25.2458 
3 588.6263 16.3386 
4 594.3939 20--6900 
5 185.6162 14.0391 
6 185.7980 16.4248 
7 187.8283 16.5493 
8 183.3131 14.5059 
9 117.4242 16.4112 
10 120.8485 18.4515 
11 114.7172 18.6449 
12 123.1010 16.2195 
13 84.3939 16.7087 
14 77 .6465 16.3715 
15 83.9091 17.'\228 




TEMPORAL DATA FOR 16 PIXaS AT 10·e 
Pixel I 
Avera1e of 100 Readings X (0 Signal) S (Standard Deviation) 
1 700.22 17.3523 
2 713.06 16.8612 
3 697.1 16.0407 
4 709.05 17 .2060 
5 289.38 16.4984 
6 302.71 22.4423 
7 286.05 18.0903 
8 289.18 18.3361 
9 214.19 16.7680 
10 223.02 18.3809 
11 220.60 16.8810 
12 222.18 16.7244 
13 190.20 15.6870 
14 189.61 16.5015 
15 197.51 22.1088 





\ The noise constant normalized to frequency is: kn = 15000 
.. 
kn = 3.93e-/ 1Hz 
This assumes the bandwidth is equivalent to our sample rate of 5000 Hz. 
3.1.5.2 Pattern Noise Data 
Volume II of this report, (Section 1.1) of the test data contains coarse and 
fine maps. Data is presented in hexadecimal units. Each reading on the 
coarse map is the sum of a block of 4 x 4 pixels. Each reading on the fine 
map is that of a single piY~1. The scaling for these maps is 179.5e-/bit. 
The magnitude of the readings is the conbined dark current and system noise. 
The effect of the injection pulse is evident on the coarse map. A graph show-
ing the magnitude of the coarse map reading against time is plotted in Figure 
3-1, WhlCh shows the effect of the injection pulse on the data. Tne cor~e­
sponding data is presented in Table 3-3. 
The paramet~r of significance in the coarse and fine maps is the difference in 
signal for adjacent readings. By comparing adjacent readings star acquisition 
is determined. Some significant observations are summarized in Table 3-4. 
3.1.6 Conclusions For Noise Test 
The observed random readout noise was slightly less than the 300e-/sample re-
ported by G.E. The pattern noise had not been previously tested for the me-





COARSE MAP READINGS 
Set # Block 41 t{msec) Pulse (e-) xloS Set I Block I t{msec) Pulse (e-) r xl!)" 
1 1 .41 7.399 4 16 85.66 2.870 
2 .82 6.361 32 92.22 2.949 
3 1.23 6.254 48 98.78 3.086 
4 1.65 6.277 64 105.34 2.601 
. 2.06 6.256 16 111.9 2.710 ." 
6 2.47 6.223 32 118.5 2.815 
7 2.88 
-
6.038 48 125.0 2.980 
8 3.30 5.830 64 131.6 2.520 
9 3.71 5.521 6 16 138.2 2.705 
10 4.12 5.441 32 144.7 2.750 
12 4.94 5.302 48 151.3 2.981 
14 5.77 5.179 64 157.8 2.468 
16 6.59 5.119 7 16 164~4 2.675 
20 8.24 5.272 32 170.9 2.707 
24 9.89 5.338 48 177.5 2.985 
28 11.54 5.369 64 184.0 2.430 
32 13.18 5.087 8 16 190.6 2.646 
36 14.83 4.886 32 197.2 2.646 
40 16.31 4.933 48 203.7 3.003 
44 17.80 4.936 64 210.3 2.513 
48 19.70 4.979 9 16 216.8 2.574 
52 21.42 5.001 32 223.4 2.600 
56 23.07 4.805 48 230.0 2.955 
60 24.72 4.681 64 236.5 2.457 
64 26.40 4.141 10 16 243.1 2.571 
2 16 32.96 3.542 32 249.6 2.556 
32 39.55 3-.606 48 256.2 2.996 
48 46.14 3.570 64 26.8 2.470 
64 52.71 2.933 16 64 422.0 2.357 
3 16 59.30 3.060 32 64- -844.0 2.395 
32 65~O 3.107 18 64- 1265.0 2.233 
48 72.50 3.226 64 64 1687.0 2.276 
64 79.10 2.725 
tr (time to read one block) = .41 msec for this coarse map data 
Map scaling = coarse reading (decimal) x179.5e-
ill 
Results shown are the difference of two samp le.s taken approximately 2 seconds 
apart. 
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SIGNAl DATA ON COARSE AND FINE MAPS 
Fixed Pattern Noise Data Summary: 
Ti (TIME 
CID TR (TOTAL BETWEEN 
MAP TEMP READ TIME) READINGS} SIGNAL Il SIGNAL (MAX) 
Coarse (Dark) O·C 3.85 sec 0.125 sec 218272.0e-iblock 101417.5e -
Fine (Dark) 
Location 
20 20 O·C 32 msec 460 msec 4846 .Se -/pix 3410.0e-
15 15 O·C 32 msec 460 msec 5923.5e-/pix 5564.0e-
10 10 O·C 32 msec 460 msec 6103.0e-/pix 7439.0e-
20 20 16·C 32 msec 460 msec 18309.0e-/pix 5385.0e-
15 15 16·C 32 msec 460 msec 19924.0e -/pix 5205.5e-
10 10 lS"C 32 msec 460 msec 20I04.0e-/pix 9693.0e-
The maximum differential signal. Il Signal, between adj acent blocks is what 
sets the lewer acqu-isition threshold limit. Il Signal should ideally be zero 
since fixed pattern noise and dark current have been cancelled. The differen-
tial signals shown above are the worst occurrence of residual pattern noise. 
dark current variation and Johnson noise in that location of the CID array fer 
the condition shown above. 
The worst case differential signal (or pattern noise) for adjacent blocks in 
the coarse map at O·C is approximately 105 electrons. Setting the coarse ac-
quisition threshold above this level results in no false acquisition attempts. 
Our system analysis has consi~ered a signal o~ ~prox_ima~e]~ !o~e-/s~ f~r the 
minimum star. A worst case geometry of the star location relative to a block 




The minimum coarse acquisition time is 4 seconds and yields an effective inte-
gration time of 2 seconds. Therefore. approximately 2 seconds of integration 
time must be added to acquire the minimum star. The total acquisition time 
would be 6 seconds. 
The fine acquisition noise is more favorable. Note that at 16·C, location 10. 
10 has a maximum differential signai (noise) of 104e- for approximately a half 
second integration time. Using the worst_c~se star signal of 3 x 104e-/sec. a 
fine acquisition time of less than one second should result in no false acqui-
sition attempts. The total acquisition time for both coarse and fine maps for 
a minimum star should be less than 7 seconds. 
3.2 ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE 
The acquisition mode for the tracker has not been optimized and no extensive 
tests were conducted. However, with one set of conditions (fixed thresholds, 
NORO's and integration time) the stars over five magnitudes of intensity were 
readily acquired in less than 10 seconds of time. The pattern recognition 
concept impl~~nted in the tracker effecti~ely rejected areas of high pattern 
noise which had previously caused problems in acquiring the dimmer stars. Now 
stars can be acquired when the star signal is significantly less tha~ the pat-
tern noise. 
3.3 POINTING ACCURACY T~STS 
3.3.1 General Procedure 
The pointing accuracy test was performed in accordance with BASD procedure # 
2332-101 (see Appendix A). The test verified the position interpolation algo-
rithm developed by BASD. The design goal was to achieve an error of less than 
:1% of a pix~l de~iation for the out~~~ star position from the input position 
-- - -- ... _- -
of the star image. Tests were conducted over small areas involving greater 
then 50 pixels and large areas involving more then 700 pixels. 
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The fine or small field accuracy tests were performed by rotating the star im-
age in a circular path of fixed radius. The small circles were centered at 
five different locations on the CIO array. Position data was recorded for-
three different star intensities and at three varying eID temperatures at each 
location. 60 positions around the circles were sampled five times each re-
sulting in 300 data points per small circle. The mean of these five samples 
is the position output for each of the 60 positions. 
'The large field pointing tests were used to determine the relative pointing 
accuracy over a larger portion of the CID. The star image was rotated in a 
circular path with a radius of about 14 pixels. Position data was- collected 
for five large circles centered at five different locations. See Figure 3-2. 
3 
3 
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LARSE nELll ACCURACY 9(AlL FIELD ACtURACY 
Figure 3-2. Pattern For Test-Data 
The circular motion of the star image was obtained by the wedge drive assembly 
for both the small and large field accuracy tests. Depending upon which wedge 
was used. either large or small circles could be traced. (See test equipment 
and procedure Section 2.0 for more details.) The voltage input to the star 
simulator was varied to obtain the three different light intensities. The eID 
temperature was controlled by a potentiometer setting on the CID electronic 
board which is connected to the computer interface box. 
The data WaS collected and processed by the Z-80 microprocessor system. The 





iteratively in software. The constants were computed for each new location to 
avoid variances due to focus changes. The interpixel transfer function was 
assumed to be a straight line (Output vs. Displacement) over each half ~txel 
of displacement. The four constants are used to normal ize the output to the 
pixel dimension. The data was analyzed by applying the least square method to 
fit the 60 position points to a perfect circle. Appendix B discusses the 
arithematic used. 
The center location and radius was computed for the circle. The displacement 
of each data point f~om this circle is the interpolation error for that posi-
tion. The standard deviation of all data points is the interpolation -error 
for that circle of data. These errors were computed twice, the first compu-
tation using all the position data accumulated and the second using only the 
position data deemed valid. Invalid data may have resulted from spurious 
noise spikes while reading or computing position and were identified by a high 
standard deviation of the f1Ve samples taken for that position. Individual 
data points consisting of five readings that had a standard deviation greater 
than one percent of a plxel were dlscarded ln the second computation. 
With the help of software, the equipment design allowed taking 300 points in 
about 10 minutes. Transcribing the data onto the floppy disk was the single 
most time consuming factor. This automation reduced the possibility of test 
errors from room temperature variation and mechanical instability of the sys-
tem. 
3.3.2 Pointing Accuracy Test Data 
The pointing accuracy test data is summarlzed in Tables 3-5 thru 3-7. The raw 
data for a CID temperature of O·C is contained in Section 4.0 of this vol-
ume. The total set of data lS included in Volume II of this report. Note 
that all position~ dimensional and error data was normalized to the pixel di-
mension of 2~. The scaling for this system is 41.253 arc sec/pixel. 
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SUMMARY DATA FOR 
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SUMMARY DATA FOR 
POINTING ACCURACY TESTS 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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3.3.2.1 Description of Summary Sheet (Tables 3-5 through 3-7). 
1} Oisk/F11e I: 
2) CID-TEMP: 
3) Focus REF DIM: 
4) Star magnitude: 
All data is stored on floppy disks and identified 
by the file number shown. 
The temperature of the eIO 1S set by a potention~­
ter on the eID electronic board. Temperature shown 
is 1n degrees centigrade. 
The lens focus is monitored by a micrometer for 
each new circle position. Reference focus dimen-
sion is shown in mils. 
This is computed by an equation developed in Sec-
t i on 5.32 of BASO procedure No. 2332-101 {see Ap-
pendix Al. 
MY = ln (4.465 x 107 NORO eTr +2Ij}) + ln 2.S1 
S (f/n)2 
4.465 x 107 is a constant for the interpolation Algorithm 
NORO = total number of samples in first and second read 
Tr = total time spent taking the first and second read 
Ti = integration time between the first and second read 
S = signal in e- (179..5e-/bit) 
fIn = lens f-number setting. 
Tr = tr NORD tr ~ time for one read of t~ack-pattern 
(12 pixels) = 2.9 x 10-3 sec 
5) Effective Charge Integration time (Tieff) = .5 Tr + Ti: Th1S is the 
effectlVe- charge lntegrati4l1- t-ime for. a...~~iven_ tota1 
read time and lntegration time (Ti) between bot.. . 
readings (See Figure 3-3). 
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is the total time taken to obtain a reading for 
tracking information. (See Figure 3-3). 
SIGNAL 
-.~---------- Tu ----------__ ._ t 
7) Track NORO: 
8) Id (e-/sec-pixel): 
.. neff • 
Flgure 3-3 Update Tlme 
The number of readi ngs talcen in the read time Tr 
during the track cycles. 
Th'e dark current generation due to the effective 
charge i~tegrat;on time (Tieft) 
4<:: I d = -=,.."....;r:,,:---,:,--:'~ NORO (Tr + 2 T1) e sec-p1X 
where 
NORO total f of readings for first and second reads 
S 1S the output signal in e-






9} Center Location (x,y): The center coordinates of each of the small or 
large circles. 
1O} Radius (pixels): The mean radius of the circle cO"'fJuted from the 
least square method of fitting the sixty points to 
a circle. 
11) Interpolation Con3tants: Computed iteratively in software to 
1 (Kx, Kx , Ky, Ky') normalize the transfer functions to the pixel di-
mensions. 
12} Standard Deviation: The deviation of position points from the least 
squares fit circle positions. 
l3} Points with Error ): A histogram of all sixty points for the number of 
points with deviations in the following ranges, .05 
to .04, .04 to .03, .03 to .02, .02 to .01, and .01 
to .00. 
3.3.2.2 Description of Computer Data Sheet (Test Data Section 4.0 of This 
Volume and Volume 11) 
-rach data printout contains inf~rmation on one c~lelrf 300 ~osition points. 
Typical data includes the number of NDRO's, integration times and thresholds 
for coarse, fine and track modes. Also, each time a position is sampled, the 
corresponding temperature of the ClD, wedge angle, dark current generation, 
star magnitude and positions are recorded. 
Computer Printout Details: 
A computer sheet containing the follcwlng details is printed for each circle. . 
- . 
• NORO's is the total nl.1!1ber of samples in the first read only, for 
coarse, fine and track. (The same- number is used for the second 
read but is not printed.) 
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• Integration Delay is the time, in seconds, between the first and 
second read for coarse and fine acquisition and track. 
• Thresholds is the minimum threshold, in electrons, for acquisition 
in coarse. fine and track modes. 
• Constants are the four constants (Kx, Kx', Ky and Ky') used to nor-
malize the transfer function to the pixel dimension. 
Tabulated Data 
• Temperature is the CID temperature given in degrees centigrade. 
• Angle is the devi ation wedge angle potentiometer outP'lt. The wedge 
angle rotates 6° for each position s~le. The potentiometer to 
wedge gear ratio is 5:1. hence for one rotation of the continuous 
pot. the wedge rotates through 72". 
• Dark Current is the dark current generated in the effective charge 
integration ti~~ (Tieff). Units are in e-/sec-pix. 
• Star Magnitude is computed using a formula developed in Secticm 
5.32 of procedure No. 2332~101 (Appendix A.) See Paragraph 3.3.2.1 
item 8. 
• Reference defines the coordinates for the origin from which the in-
terpolated star position will be computed. It also defines the lo-
cation of the star to the nearest half pixel. 
• Position defines the coordinates of the computed star position. 
These are the sum of the reference location and the interpolated 







• Standard deviation refers to the variation in the five readings de-
fining the position. 
Reduced Data 
• Delta Ri are the errors for the 60 data points shown in the first 
tabulation. Reading the data from left to right corresponds to the 
sequence of the coordinate data tabulated above. The error shown 
is the straight line deviation of the coordinate position from a 
best fit circle. 
• XO, YO, RO are the center coordinates and radius for the best fit 
circle as determined by the least square method. 
• Standard deviation is the standard deviation of the sixty data 
pOlnts from the best fit circ'e. 
• Histogram Deviation is a tabulation of the number of Delta Ri that 
fall within the five ranges; .00 to .01, .01 to .02, .02 to .03, 
.03 to .04, .04 to .05. The reduced data is computed a second time 
with bad data removed as described in paragraph 3.3.1. 
3.3.2.3 Plots 
The plots of small and large circles consist of all 60 G .. ta points. Points 
23, 27 and 29 did not plot because of a software problem. The standard devia-
tion printed below the plot is computed from valid data points only. The fol-
lowing are also included: the disk/file number of the corresponding data, 
lens fIn number, focus reference dimension, the four interpolation constants, 
star intensity and the temperature of CID during test. 
Although the plots are not useful for quantitative evaluation of performance, 
they were extremely useful in troubleshooting the hardware/software and inde-






3.3.3 Star-Magnitude Calibration 
n star magnitude calibration was conducted to verify the star magnitude ~ua­
tion 
Mv = ln ( 4.465 x 107 NORa (-s + 2 Ti) ) + 1n l.st 
S {f/n)2 
The star magnitude varies as a logrithmic function so that 
where here a OMv star is estimated at 1 x 10-12 ~atts/cm2: 
A UDT photometer measured the flux output of the star light for an intensity 
at a zero magn1tude star. A factor of 10 corresponds to approxi::iately a fac-
tor of 2.5 change 1n 'Mv. Slnce 10 percent of max1mum star was measured to be 
4.92 MY, the maximum star corresponds to 4--92 - l.5 - 2.4 MY and lOlinimum star 
(1 percent of maximum) woul d correspond to 7.4 Mv. These star magnit::des 
closely approximate the magnitude (to about ±.S MY) computed by the software 
formula for MY above. 
3.3.4 Noise EqUivalent Displacement (NED) and Update time (Tu) 
The noise equ1valent displacement (NED) is the random error in star image cen-
troid position resulting from detector and circuit noise. This evalua:ion 
measured NED as a function of update time (Tu). The noise equivalent ais-
placement analysis is based on (RHS) noise which decreases as the number of 
samples read. The number of samples are glven by: 
.nere 
NORO = Tu - Ti 
tr 
NORO 1S the number of samples for the first and second readout 
Tu is the update time. See Figure 3-3. 
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Ti is the integration time between reads 
tr is the read time per sample of the track subarray (2.9 x 10-3 sec). 
The te~t involved recording approximately 25 samples of star position for a 
stationary star in the track mode. Data was collected for the conditions of 
zero degree centigrade (CIO temperature), minimum star magnitude (- +5.8 to ~ 
MY) and minimum integration delay time. Different number of NORO's were used 
for each set of 25 samples to vary the update time as snown by the equation 
above. 
The results of tnis test are shown in Table 3-8. 
3.3.5 Map for cro Region with High Current Generation 
Some of the raw data plots show highly erratic data points as a result of ab-
normally high local current generation in the CIO. This is particularly ev~­
dent in the small clrcle data taken in the first positlon. 
A fine map was taken in this region (see Volume II of this report) in an at-
tempt to quantify the anommaly. The data shows differential dark current in 
the pixels of approximately 4 x 105 e- and 106e- at 10·C and 20·C respective-
5 1y. -A-typical- map -would show variations of less than 10 l!- -under the -sane-
conditions. 
3.3.6 Transfer Function Linearity 
Analysis has shown that BASO's interpixel transfer function non-linearity 
should not exceed !l p~rcent for image diameters greater than one pixe1. 
Several sets of data were analyzed and plotted against a straight line func-
tion. Figure 3-4 shows the typical deviation from a straight line for this 
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Ti = :: - .4 msec 
MY = +5.9 
NED 
NDRO Tu (sec) x y 
10 .080 .0695 .0431 
10 .150 .0215 .0208 
30 .250 .0086 .0083 
4E .400 .0062 .0045 
60 .500 .0043 .0040 
75 .600 .0043 .0037 
SA .700 .0028 .0046 
9C .800 .0028 .0025 
AD .900 .0030 .0031 
C3 1.000 .0032 .0029 
Ff 1.300 .0032 .0029 
A -plot:- of--NED-vs. update ti~ is shown in Fi gure 3-5. This plot- shows_ that a 
noise equivalent displaceMent of less than 1 percent of a pixel can be met 
with update tlmes as low as .23 sec. In this case. the best perforr.tance was 
achieved wlth Ti mlnimum and Tu of .8 sec, for a NED of 0.2Sl of a pixel. NED 
for the x axis is higher thar NED for the y axis because of a misalignment in 
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Flgure 3-5. Noise EQulvalent Displacement (NED) Vs. UDdate Tlme 
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3.3.7 Evaluation Of Error Sources 
An extensive evaluation and exploratory test program was conducted by BASD in 
order to identify the error sources. The conclusion drawn from this program 
1S that the accuracy is 1 imited by our current mechanization rather than by 
uncertainties in the CID (except for bad areas in the CID). A solution has 
been defined. but not yet implemented and tested. This problem and solution 
are briefly summarized below. 
a) The eID design provides access to a 4 x 4 block of pixels with one ad-
dress. 
b) BASD's mechanization requires sampling a dark pixel for use as a refer-
ence for common mode noise rejection. 
c) The dark pixel is sampled from the same 4 x 4 block which is used to sam-
ple the star signal pixels to conserve time. In some cases this results 
1n sampl1ng "dark" plxels adjacent to plxels on WhlCh the star is imaged. 
d} Sufficient pixel-to-pixel cross talk exists. internal to the CIO, so that 
a pixel adjacent to the star image also receives star signal. 
e) The -cross ta-lk into the dark- reference pixel results in biasing the 
transfer function differently for varying star pOSition and results in 
position bias- errors. 
The problem can be minimized by advancing the data block when taking dark data 
so that the dark pixel is never sampled adjacent to the signal pixels. rll-
though this requires more time. it is estimated that the resultant increase in 
NED will be less than 10 percent for a given update time. 






3.3.8 Conclusion for Pointing Accuracy Test 
The accuracy for stars brlghter than 3 Mv is approximately !0.0178 pixels over 
a CID temperature range of O·C to 20·C. The accuracy for all data at O·C is 
better than ,!0.02 pixels. The accuracy for the 6 MY star degrades wah CtO 
temperature. 
From the data of Tables 3-5 through 3-7 the cross talk is quite evident. Note 
that the dark current is hi ghest for the bri grt star in all sets of data. 
This -results from the higher amount of signal coupled with the dark reference 
pixei from which dark current is computed. The dark current variation for the 
raw da~a sets ls-also indlcative of this effect. 
The temperature dependancy of the 6 MY star data is much greater than expected 
(if It is totally due to CIO dark current variations). This would indicate a 
mean j}ixe l-to-pixel vari at iOIi in dark current of approximate ly 5 percent. 
Th1S is excessive compared to the 2.2 percent measured on the 128 x 128 CIO. 
It is not known at th1S t1me whether or not the cross talk problem may be am-
pllfYlng these effects. Before further conclusions can be drawn. further In-
vestigation needs to be mace into this problem and into the problem of high 
current generation spots on the CIO. 
rhe-cro~s-talK-was previously taken into account on a qualitative basis in de-
veloping algorithms for a linear transfer function. However. it was not con-
sidered when the common mode noise rejection was introduced. 
Except for the cross-talk bias effects. the CI0 tracker performed as expected 
withln the limlts to WhlCh the aCQulsltion and track algorithms were reflned 
for this test program. The test approach and associated hardware-developed by 
BASO proved eff1clent and ac:urate. There is no indicatlon that test errors 
are lnfluential 1n the accuracy test data. However, further investigation in 
thlS area remalns to be co~leted. The test software developed under thlS 
contract results in- a hard copy of all pertinent data. Except for the_ time 
requlred to co~ute constants, a Clrcle of 60 data points car. be taken anc an-
alyzerl 1n approximately 20 mlnutes wlth an estimated accuracy of approximately 










POINTING ACCURACY DATA AT O·C 
4.1 O·C TEST DATA 
The data in this volume has been limited to the accuracy test at O·C because 
it is of primary interest and the total set of data would not conveniently fit 
in this section. 
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This document .defines the procedures_ that will be used to conduct the test 
program described in BASD's proposal No. P07S titled, -Test Program for Bread-
board Stellar Tracker System.-







Inter-pixel Transfer f'J:lction 
Small Field Pointing Accuracy 




7. Tolerance to CID Defects 
The accuracy tests of one throu~ four -c1ruLtes.t seven will be conducted using 
a system of light devhting wedges to control the angle of a light beam emina-
ting from a star simulator. 
The wedge drive system allows linear defl~ction by counter rotating two wedges 
-or conical deflection by rotating a single convound wedge. The angular change 
that is introduced will b~determ;ned by monftoring wedge rotation angle via a 
potentiometer geared to the WPdge. The observed angular change will be 
determined by the star tracker output. Differences between the two define the 
-st-ar---tracker accuracy. 
The procedures described in the following sect' _ .. ~ are designed tc:: provide a 
test accuracy of better than !O.23s or less than I 5 per~nt of the CI~p1xel 
dimension. Further_ discu_: si~fI_J~ te~t errors is presented in Section 5. 
Star intensi+y changes required-for Tests 5 ... J_6 will be accomplished through 














lEST EQUIPMENT AND SET-UP 
The general test equipment and set up 1s shown in Figure 2-1. The salient 
features of the equipment is described below. 
2.1 STAR SIMULATOR/AUTOCOLLIMATOR 
The star simulator is a compound reflective/refractive system that projects a 
light source to infinity. The Effective Focal Length (EFL) of the optics is 
approximately 48 inches. 
lhe source is an illuminated aperture approximately 0_0023 lnches (0.00584 em) 
;n--dTaIII~er that is il1tminated by a trngsten filament lanp. 
The angul ar substense of the prOJected source 1 s therefore approximately 
lOS. 
The spct:"al content of the simulated. star .ffi not be deflned for thi s pro-
-gram. However, it wtll be maintained constant.. for..all tests by operating the 
l~p at a constant current. Inf;~:'sity will be varled by introduction of neu-
~~~t-den~it~-f~lters. 
The sUr slmulator--may also -be used-as -an-autocoH-imator- through the -use of-an 
eye p,ece in the optlcal path. The FOV in the autoco-llimator mode is t2.sm. 
This feature will be u~ed Tor alignment of the wedge rotatlon axlS and for 
coarse ahgnment of the tracke,·. 
2.2 DEVIATION WEDGE DRIVE AS~:!-mLY 
The drlve assemoly contains tlllO independent sets of counter rotatlng gears. 





























Four de-viatiorl wedges with adaptors are provided with the assemly. The 
deviation- angle -of each is approximately 12m. The- wedges may be adapted and 
oriented 1n several configurations for varying effects. Some of the alterna-
tives are as follow: 
a. Attach a wedge to each of the gears. Each counter rotating set 
will the yield linear deviation as a-function-of -wedge rotation. 
This configuration can be used to provide independant horizontal 
(~) an~ve~tical (y) displacement of the star in the focal plane of 
the tracker. 
~. -Attach one wedge to one gear so that circular motion- is provided in 
the focal plane. 
c. Attach two wedges to one gear and lndex their devi~tion vectors to 
achieve a desired resultant deviation. Rotatfon now results in 
circular motion with an adjustable~angular diameter. (0 to 24m) 
ct. -Attach- two wedges to each gear of one set. linear, or e1iptical, 
deviation of adjustable amplitude-occurs when counter rotated de-
pending-on th~ indexing of each wedge p~ir. 
-Each wedge- Ilas a -scribe- Tine- on its edge indicating the -direction lfght will 
be devi-ated. 
Each wedge housing has 132 teeth on its perifery at intervals of 2.727 de-
grees. These- teetll along with the wedge- scribe, will aHow- for coarse in-
dexing of wedge pairs to achieve a desired resultant deviation. 
A loa for th~ gears farthest from the motor is provided to select the set 
--that is drhen. When- disengaged tit-at set wi-n-driv~ -When--engaged- the--other-
set will drhe. The two sets are coupled through planetary friction drive 
gears. 
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A one percent linear- -potentianeter is provided with- the system and lIay be 
coupled to one gear of either counter rotating set. The coupling gear ratio 
is l!5 so that. the potentiometer rotates five times for one rotation of the 
gear. Each pot rotation is therefore 72 degrees of .gear rotation. This 
yields ·an equivalent accuracy in reading gear position. of to.l percent or 
0.72 degrees, neglecting backlash and tooth variations. The test process de-
fined in paragraph 3 and 4 reduces the effects of this error to less than O.lS 
or-O.OO25 pixelras-seen by the tracker. 
2.3 STAR-rRACKER 
The star tracker lens is a Nikon f/2.0, 50 mm camera lens. 
The ST-256 CIO is mounted at the -focal- plane of thp lens. The CIO is a 
256 x 256 pixel detector array with a pixel size of 20 x 20 ~. 
The EfL of the lens is 100 mm which results in a pixel angular subtense of ap-
proximately -41-ZlS. Ihe array therefore provfdes a square field of view of 
approximately 2.9335 degrees on an edge. 
The CIO tracker- data is acquired and 'processed through the use of a Comemco 
Z-8o-mtcroprace~sor development set. 
A basJc acquis-iUon. and-trac~ mode is mechanized so that the FOY- ;s searched 
until a ·star- .s found~ The ·star- is then tested to insure that it is not 
just a faulty pixel. If it is a faulty pixel, acquisition- search is 
continued. If it is not, it will be tracked until it leaves the FOV or is 
-lost by other aaeans such as too high a rate. When it is lost the acquisition 
mode is reinitiated. 
BASO's tracking algorithm does not require position information so that star 
po<iftfon- is -not comp-uted in the basic track loop. - Star Dosftfon 'can however 













This- is- -accompHshed by recordtng 1:h~ tracking data and ~ng srosittorr 
after-the-f act. 
Criti~l ~cker parameters such as integration time and number of NORa's are 
controllable from the terminal. It is also possible to obtain individual 
pixel data for detailed evaluation of tID defects. 
2-.4 -RAW TEST DATA 
The flexibility of the star tracker development equipment allows taking and 
printin9-L'l.ad~ty oLdata-
The -minimum raw data that will be- furnished for !his test is tabulated 





Test set-up data, hand written (each new set-up). Typical informa-
t i on-wi-ll -i nc 1 ude: 
• General-wedge-orientations and configuration 
e Star simulator current 
-e rr.D: ~tnters--be i n9 use!! 
• Star tracker temperature 
.- Lens--f/rr 
• lest objectives 
• Nt.mber of NORO' s used 
• Integration time 
-. Update-time-
-. Time and date 
Tracker data, printed (each data point) 
• X-axis output 
• Y-axis output 
2-5 
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Star intensity output 
Relative wedge (gear) angle output 
eID teqJerature 
h , # 
TR8144 
The tracker data will be printed in decimal and will have, attached to it, the 
related test set-up data. 
Data analysis to determine performance wi11- be coqJleted in accordance -wtth 
instructions described in the procedures of Section 4. All position data will 
b~ handled in terms of the pixel linear dimension rather than its angular sub-
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The procedures de~cribed in this section describe only the processes required 
to obtain the desired test data~ Parameters such as star intensity or 1~ 
current, CID temperatu:-e.. lens fIn, number or-NDR(J1s~ integration time, up-
dated time, pot voltage, etc. shall be-optimized by the operator unless speci-
fic requiremnts are caTrea-for in the procedures~ 
this information along wtth othe~-pertinent tnformation about test conditions 
shall be recorded on each set of printed data either by writing it on the data 
sheet or by attaching a separate data sheet-
-The procedures herein are established w-i-th:-the .intent to minimize test equip-
ment and process errors. Should it :>ecome evident that alternate procedures 
or data would enhance the test program, the procedures will be altered. 
An data associated with interpoTatfng position shaTT be taken with -a s;l1~le 
compound wedge and the rotation shall be confined to one direction to mini.ize 
backlash errors. 
3.1 INTER PIXa TRANSFER FUNCTION. SMALL FIELD POINTING ACCURACY, 
EFFECTS OF CID PARAMETERS AND RATE TRACKING ACCURACY 
The objectives of this test are to: 
a. Define the constants required for true position interpolation 
b. Evaluate relative accuracy over relatively Slllall areas of the eli) 
(several pixels) 
3-1 
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c. Evaluate effects of ClD dark current as related to position ac-
curacy 
d. Evaluate rate tracking accuracy 
The set-up and data takin~ for these test 1s combined because similar po~it1on 
data is required to evaluate all associated parameters. 
This test evaluates relative performance over several SIIall portions of the 




Assemble two wedges to gear of the front set and t~e potentiometer 
and two wedges to one gear of the aft set. 
Adjus~ the front set so that the deviation -vectors (scribes) .are 
coincident. 
Adjust the aft set so that the devi ation vectors (scribes) are 
~arate~y approx~mately-65-teet~-on-the-housinss. 
Identify.- the front set -as -co.arse- -and-tne-aft set as -tine.---
-ThlS configuration will res~lt in a circular scan of the star image for either 
wedge set when rotated. For the flne set the diCloJeter will be approximately 
3.5-pixels-and for the-coarse, approximately 70-pi~ls. 
b • 
c. 
Adjust the integratTon tlme between read-ing~ (NORa's) to- zero or 
the minlmum that can be achieved. 
Adjust the star brightness for the maximum possible while malntaln-
ing proper tracking performance. 
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d. Align the star simulator so the star is near the center of the 
tracker FOV (typically ±50 pixels) 
e. Place -a- plane parallel mirror against.. the--wedge drive gear and ad-
just the drive assembly until the return image ;s- in the star silllU-
lator/autocollimator FOV. 
f. Adjust the CID temperature to approximatley n·c. 
3.1.2 Data Reguirements 
a. Obtain tracker position wedge angle and intensity data for 60 posi-
tton~ -the fine wedge- -uniformly spaced at intervals of six 
degrees wedge rotation. The tolerance for wedge postton settings, 
as read from the pot, shall be ±2.5 degrees and all settings shall 
be acqulred by rotation in the same direction. 
Identify data as -smaH- field- pointing. max star.O·C" (note .. if 
temperature is not O·C. record actual-temperature}_. 
_~ea5e-the star intensity by 50- percent-and increase the integra-
tion time until ouput intensity is the same as that obtained in (a) 
above. Use approximat-ley- the.. ~e wedge rotation angles-. Repeat 
the test OT 3.1.2 (a) above and identify data as- -small field 
pointing. 50 percent star. O·C-. (Record integration time.) 
c. Decrease-the star another 50--pe~cent. anel increase the integration 
time for the SMie intensity read out as above. Identify data as 
-small field pointing. 25 percent star. O·C.- (Record integration 
tin;e. ) 




























Repeat the test of 3.1.2 a, b, and c for t~e CID temperature set at 
1O*C and then again for the CID temperature set at room tempera-
ture. 
e. Obtain the pixel outpouts from a 12x12 subarray centered on the 
locus of positions used for the tests of 3.1.2 a, b~ c, and d. 
The data-shall be taken -us-lng--the same -tempe~atu~es-ancLintegeation_ 
times as were used in the above tets for a total of nine sets of 
-data~ 
f. Repeat- ttre--tests- of 3.1.2 a, b, c, d, and e at three- more positions 
of---the-co-arse wedge where the positions are set at approximately 
90· intervals. 
g. Re-establish the conditlons of 3.1.2(a} and rotate the fine wedge 
at a constant rate equivalent to greater than O.Ss/sec deviation. 
Con~inuousl-.r take--- data over one complete-wedge- rotatiun. Identify: 
-the data as- rate tracking data. Data -shaH -be reduced- and analyzed 
as described-in Paragraph 4. 
t:AAGE"""FtEtIrPOtNnN~ ACCURACY AND -NOISE EQUIV AtENT [t1:S2tACEMENT 
Tne-object ar-ttris-t:est i-s to determine- the reTative pointing accuracy over a 
larger portion of the CID. The total range tested is approximately 140 pixels 
in ~iameter. In addition, the noise equivalent displacement will be measured. 
3.2.1 Setup Requirements 
Rotate -the aft and forward wedges until each pair has maxilDlIIr devi-ation as 
lndicated by COincidence of the related wedge scribe marks. Identlfy the pair 
caupted- to -the potent iometer- as fine- wedge. 



















3.2.2 Data Requirements 
a. -Obtain tracker position. wedge angle, and intensity data for 60 
positions of the fine ",edge, uniformly spaced at intervals of 6-
wedge rotation. lrHe tolerance for wedge position settings indicat-
ed by the pot shall be ±O.S degrees and all settings shall be ac-
quired by rotation in the sane direction. Ident"lfy -the data -as 
-Large Field Pointin9-~max sta~~n~C. 
b. Repeat the test of paragraph ll.2- (a) -above at three more- posi-
tions of the coarse wedge where the positions are set at appro~}­




Remove the coarse wedge and repeat the test of 3.2.2(a). 
Wlth the CIO set at O·C and the star statlonary take at least 50 









laentffy-the -data as-nolSe--equwa-ient angle- data. 
Repeat the--test -o~ paragraph 3.2.2(e) at reduced NORO's as 
follows. Set the tntegration tlme for constant tntenstty readout 
































Reduce the data in acco~dance with the procedure of paragraph 4. 
3.3 ACQUISITION DYNAMIC RANGE 
The purpoo;e of th;s test ;s to define the dynamic range for the acquisition 
loop. 
With no star lnput lnto the tracker.,. reduce the acquls-ltion and uack- thres-
hold untll the tracker acqUlres on dark current nOlse,. then lncreas.e the-
thresholds until it will not remain acquired • 
Inc~ease the star intensity until the tracker refuses to acquire, then de-
crease it so that it just will acquire. Identify the sta~ intenslty as. 
-acquisltion-max star-. 
Now decrease the star intensity until it can not be acquired and identify this 
point -as----acqusition lIlir.-ttar lt-. 
3..4 OPTIONAl. AND EXPLORATORY TESTS 
Additlonal tests may be conducted as deemed necessary by the operator. These 
-tests shall not lnterrupt the sequential taking of a set of data as deflned 1" 
prev~ous par.ag~aphs. 
When such tests are conducted, the purpose and pertinent lnformation shall be 






















This -paragraph describes. the bas.ic reduction processes. Alternate methods. 
that may yield more accurate N .. ults may be used at the discretion of the 
personnel involved. 
4.L ~NTER~!XEL_ TRANSFER FUNCTION 
A straight line transfer funcUon (outpt vs. displacement) is asslJlled over 
-each~halL_pixel~of_dis~tacement- Jhis sec~ion ~efines the constant that must 
be applied to normalize the output to the pixel dimension. 
-The -four ~'"circles-of-·data -nken -under paragraph 3.1.2(a) (Max star. u' C) 
shall be used to define the lnter-pixel transfer funetlon. 
a. Deviation Wedge Zero Position 
Re~iew--each. set.-of data.. and. tdenttfy- the two. wedge angles at ~ich the 
tracker x-axis output is it minillUJD and maximum. 
Dhide tne difference of these angles by two and identify the result· as 
the x-axis zero wed~e position. This is the best estimate of zero devia-
tion along the x-ax; 5". 
Repeat the process for the y-axis output data and identify the results as 
"y-ax.ts~wedge...ze~o • 
b. Transfer Function 
Using- the zero reference position defined in (a) above tabulate x-aX1S 
. .-
outpt vs cos .x and y-axlS output vs cos.1" • 1S the rehted wedge 













The data cycles through zero,in half- pixel increnents. Obtain a best fit to a 
straight line for each cycle as illustrated below. Identify the integer pixel 
cycle as x and the half pixel cycle as x' as shown~ 
/ 
---"r--~-----/;f ' 








Txtend- the- 1 i fles unt il they-overl-ap--two- -zero- crossi ngs and detenni ne the . 
equivalent differential output for these crossing points. Identify them as Al 
I 
and lOX. t respectively for the _appropr:tate- cyc.1es- as- shown. Reduce all cycles 
available from each set of data to this fOnD and obtain the mean ~ and t:.x! 
The constants f~r inter-pixel interpretation are determined as follows. 
K = L (integer plXel c,YCle) 
-x Ai 


























Multiplying the related output data by these constants wi-~l ~ive x and y posi-
tion in terms of pixels. 
The data obtclined in this test shall also be reviewed for systematic non-
linearities and compared with the previous analytic results that were 
obtained. 
-Several iterations and alternat~ analytic-methodS-may-be-used to optimize the 
constants. 
4.2 SAAbL AND LARGE ~t£Ut POUtIlNG ACCURACY. CID EFFECTS AND RATE 
TRACKING ACCURACY 
ar -Multtp:ly=thEL-fractional _position data of paragraphs 3-.1 and 3.2 by 
the appropriate constants developed under paragraph 4.1. TMs 
normalizes fractional position to the pixel dunensions. Perform 
the following analysis on all sets of data taken in paragraph 3.1 
and-U- except Tor -th~rof-!.c.2fe-). 
b. For each circular set of data above. -evtew the wedge angTe at 
which the data was taken and identify pairs of data points that are 
di ametri cal ly-opposed-(-approximately-180--deg-apartl_ 
c. Compute. for n"l. 2.- 3 ••••• n 
where R~ is the deviation of the wedge as measured by the tracker. 
























Detennine the best center for each c-irc.la..of data points and 
identify it as- (-xc' yc)' 
-Compute: 
fo~ n_a 1, 2, l •••• n 
Detennine the mean C[nc} and- standard deviation. 
NOISE EQUIVAlENT DISPLACEMENT (NED) 
Determine the mean and standard deviation for th.: data taken under para-
gl"aph 3.2.2{e). 
4.4 ADDITIONAL ANAlYSIS 
Addit-ional analyses- -and alternate -approaches may be -accomplished as dee:aed 
necessary or desirable. However, the analyst is cautioned that alternate ap-
proaches may_ result in intrDductton-::of--lar:ger test equipnent er-r-or-S-. 
The greatest contribution to- uncertainty- is- asslMlled- -to-result from- the: one 
percent- potent-iometer. ihe procedures out Hned above are designed to hllit 

















RELATED- EQUATIONS, ANALYSES, AND ERRORS 
This paragraph presents pertinent information associated with the test process 
and data reduction. 
5.1 -DEVIATION WEDGE AND ASSOCIATED-ERRORS 
5.1.1 Deviation Angle 
Figur~ 5-1 il1ustrates-~geometry involved where: 
A ~ apex angle or the-compouond-wedge 
N .. Normal to wedge-entrance surface 
.. the incident angle of ref~ axis (input light axis) relative to N 
r .. refractive angle relative to N 
Ht .. normal to wedge exit surface 
rr .. refractiveGGle-re"'lat-iv~to~N' 
it .. angle of exit light axis- relattve-- to ~t 
o "II angle of exit 'tight axis relative "to- input axis (devtation--:angle) 
\I • refractive- index of glass 
The ba>tc expression for refraction is: 
(5-1) 
and by similarity 
(5-2) 
from Figure 5.1 it is seen that 
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-1 -1 sin i 
o • i + A - sin [11 sin [sin C-;-} + A]] (5-5) 
The signs for -the t!!nn5 in equations:. 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 are selected for prop~r 
polarity for the conditions of Figure 5-1. If the wedge were inverted, such--
as in our rotating_application, the signs of values for (i) and (A) of equa-
tion 5-5 wot1ld also chanjJe. 
5.1.2 Error or Uncertainty in Deviation Angle 
-From-~igure- 5--1 it is seen that the -magtitude-of -(i-) wULnot change -if -the-
wedge is rotated about-the reference axis. By similarity, it will not change 
if the-wedge is rotated about the normal to the-entrance-surface ~)_ 
If ~ define the angle between rotation axis and reference axis as (B) the 
angles between the entrance face, (N) and the... rotatTon axis as (a), it is seen 
that for the f:lcst- ex~le {i) would be equal to Ca) and for the second 
example (i) would equal (B). 
Therefore, the resultant deviation ma!Jl1itude (D) would be constant for fun 
rot at i on- -of -tne-wedge-,. --lth-ich-i-s-the-de~ed- coadi tton-for-th-is -app l-i cat ion. 
These, however, are unique conditions. where... the bo angles did lIot exist 
simultaneou~ly. 
If the two angles do e'(ist simultaneously,. the magnitude of deviation will 
vary as the wedqe is rotated. ThE:-va-lue-~of (f)=wi-l1--tend~to- have-a_mean value 
of (a) and will vary from (a + B) to (a - B). The measured deviation (Om), 
will then become 
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-Where-(D)-in tttis case- is the- mean-deviation deflced:"by eg •• 5-5, and (40) the 
error -from- misalignment. 
It is evident that the effects of Ca) and (B) can be included in the overall 
expression for (Om) if their magnitude and direction are known. This however 
would greatly complicate the data handling and evaluation process. 
A Simpler approach ts to ~lmft the magnitude of (a) anj (B) so that the resi--
-du~l erro~ (AD) can be tolerated-a~-an-uncertainty-in -the true ~ev!atton-
The--expression- for -(AD) 'is--~und.-hy--substltut.ing.._(crtB) for (i) equation 5-5 
_ t~en--f4nding-the diEfe~ence.. in re5l1lts fo~ B=O and B=maximum. Therefore, 
(5-n 
-1 -1 sin a 
sin [11 sin [sin (-11-) + A]] - B 
whith describes the maximum variation from-constant deviation as the wedge is 
-rotated-. 
5".t:3 -Error Budget 
In-our-app 1 i cat ion-we-are-att~tfng- to -ver-ff;Y- -pe~formance cf approximately 
0.4S~ We wil~ th~efore-arbj~arily set ~D < O.lS. 
The wedge used for the test consists of two 2ln wedges each of which is an 
achromatic, crown/flint glass combination having an index of refraction of ap-
proximately 11 • 1.53. 
The wedges are rotated re-lathe -to each other to provide a fixed apex angle 
that is adjustable from zero to ~6m. -Since -the worse error occurs at maximum 
apex angle we will set A = 46m. 
5-4 
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TR8144 
Th~ wedges-a~lIIOullted su-tlrtt the norm.tl to the entrance- surface is typinlly 
misaligned from ~he rotating axis by 13m to allow for some assembly tolerance 
we will set a • 30m. 
Substituting these values for 40. ~. A and a into equation 5-7 and iterating 
to a solution we get. 
B < 611 
for 
40-<-0.15 
The wedge rotation axis ~st therefore be aligned to the reference axis. which 
in this case -will -be .the star--s-irnulator -axis. to- better than 6n to maintain 
the deviation uncertainty within 0.15. 
As the compound wedge an (A) is decreased the tolerance on B increases some-
what proportfonaTTy. 
. Table 5-1 gives the relationship of Bmax vs. A for 40 < 0.1s and a < 3~. The 














WEDGE -ROTATIO~ AXIS AlIGNMENT REQUIREMENtS (8) 
vs. 
COMPOUND WEDGE APEX ANGLE CAl AND DEVIATION ANGLE {D) 
A D Bmax. 
46 m 146-3- s 6m 
40 lit 1272 5 7m 
30 m 954 5 1lm 
-20-m 636 5 17 lit 
10 m 318 s 31 m 
5m 159 5 5l::-nt-
2-1Il 63-5 ~89 m 
1 m lis nz-m 
Use of the auto collimator feature of the star simulator will -result in Be (j'i 2.5m insuring an uncertainty of less than 0.15. 
- ! 
5.2 DATA TAKlNG AND REDUCTION-
5.2.1 Wedae Angle Setting Tolerance 
The test process of paragraph 3 requires taking data at specific positions of 
o wedJle rotation- The- process- results- in a--laCUS' Of- inpl1t-=positions that lie 
on a true circle within to.l s f:!.0025 pixe-1s) as discussed in paragraph 5.1. 
The radius of the circle (Rn) seen by the tracker, is found by resolving the 
cord length between diametffcan.y-opp:lse~datLpaints -as- des-crlbed- in para-
graph 4.2(b} and (c). Since there is an uncertainty in the relative angle 
between data points due -to-pot- -readout uncertainty, -a- potent.ial source of 
error exists. 
Assume the- data points are taken 180 =~. degrees apart. where ~. is the un-
certainty in wedge angle between points. The measured half cord length (Rn) 





















where CD} is the deviation angle of the wedge. The error resulting- froll as-
suming-the potnts- are-exactly ISO- degrees apart -is therefore: 
180 + dt 
dRn • 0(1- sin 2) -eq. 5.9 
If we-~ish-to set a limit on d+.to--achieve-a.gi.ven-dRn(max), we get: 
-1 -dRn{max-). 
Id+ma! < 2 sin (1- 0 J-lS0 
For our application, we will limit the- error to O.ls, therefore 
ARn(max)=O.ls. Our tests use two devtation-- ang-les. -For- the-sma-ll- field, 
0<200s and for the large 0-14&3s. 
Substituting into eq. 5.10, ~get: 
Small field A+max < 3.62 degrees 
and 
Large field A+max 1.34 degrees 
Since the readout accur~cy of the pot is approximately :0:8 degrees, ~he wedge 
rotation po~itions must be set to- accuracies of :2.6 degrees -and :0.5 degrees 
respectively for the small and large field pointing tests of 3.1 and 3.2 
5.3 INTENSITY AND -DARK CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 
The CID will be used for all intensity and-dark current measurements. If si9-
_ naTs are converted to equivalent electrons, the dark current JlJil and star 
magnitude are found by: 
I 4S ~ 















4.465 x 107 N(T + 2Ti ) M • log r 
v 2.51 S {f/n)l 
Where: 
Id_ = dark current elsec 
S = signal e 
" = Total number of readings in 1st and 2nd set of reads 
Tr = Time spend taking 1st and 2nd set of reads 
T1 = Integration time -between 1st -and 2nd- set-of reads. 
Mv = Star Magnitude 
fin = lens f number setting 
TR8HJ4 
Note that signal from a1l pixels containing the star must be used for-IIlv 
computation. 
If the digital- ~ignal (Sd) is not converted-~lectrons.-using-our sc~ling-of 
17-9.5 e per LSS we get: 
Where Sd ;s now the -deci"ma-l -equivalent of the signal directly from- -the 
tracker. 
5.3.1 Sianal Formula 
The basic equation for signal output is: 
5-8 


























s = output signal in~electrons (e) 
~s :: electron generation rate (e/sec} 
N :: Total number of NORO's in first and se~nd read 
'rr :: total time spent taking the first and second read 
T; :: Integration time between the first and second read 
Figure 5.2 illustrates_th~paramete~ 
s 
TR81-04 
Since the observed signal may be dark current (Id) or signal current (Is). we 
can use this basic equation for either measurement. By substitution we get: 
and 
4S ~ 
let • N(T + 2T) sec 
r i 
-I 4S .L. 




















Our process internally subtracts Cld) -when tracking a star, so that: 
4S . 
Is = N(T + 2T ) 
r i 
TR81-04 
When computing Is' the signa1(s) fr-Dlll alLp-txels containing the source-DJs-t- be 
used. 
5.3.2 Star Magnitude Formula 
The signal fonoola can be used to compute star magnitude by introducing the 
lens-parameters, CIC respon~~ and star spectral distribution. 
Integration of a GO V, zero magnitude star over GEls publfshed response for 
the CID results in a current of: 
Where CA) is the combined l~,s efficiencY and area. Assuming an efficiency of 
0.8, the signal for a given MY star is: 
- to6 -2 I = 2·8427 x 0 8 s H x. 'lfr 
2..51 v 
where (r) is the lens radius and, 
m 
r .. rrrn 
Therefore, 
6 
I 1.786 x 1Q s • H 
2.51 y 
and by substitution, 
6 2 
4S • 1.786 A 12 (fill
n
>-III I :;: 21.) 'fT  
































4.465 x 105 N(Tr + 2Ti ) 2 
M 1 (EFl) v" 092.51 S ~ 
5.3.3 Breadboard Formula 
Since our Breadboard lens has an EFL of 10- em- and-a-variable fln:_ 
Our signal is scaled for 179.5e- per LSB so that if the digital signal (Sd) is 
-not converted to-electrons. 
2.488 x 105 N(Tr + 2Ti ) 
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FITTING DATA TO THE EQUATION OF A CUtClE 
BY THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUAr~S 
TR8144 
A method of fitting data to the equatio~ of a eirele by the method-of least 
squares is developed. The sethod is analogous to a line~ least squares fit 
but -is- valid- for eireles and -can be- extended with---app~opr-iate: caut-ion .to .any 
conic section. 
The Problem 
The currently planned method for generating well known star position changes 
for testing of the CID tracker system is to rotate glass wedges in the star 
collimator optical path_ This rotation will produce it -c-iTcular-path-for-the-
focal plane star image. This nonlinear_path.presents a problem in data ~educ­
tion. 
The most convient method of fitting the tracker output data to the star posi-
tion has always been to perform a least square fit of the data to- a linear 
scan of the star across the array. A circular star _path requires fitting. 
tracker data to a circle, and-we were unable to- f-ind an-e"preSS-;Orl--TOr this in 
the literature. 
The Approach 
The-method of least. squares:-requires that; the SUllLofthe.-square. of .the:-resj-
.duals, Vi' in-the-following- expression be minimized. 
Vi = Yi - Yi 
where Yi is the value of y obtained by substituting Xi -- x into the- equation 
y • f(x). 























• f (x. y) • 0 
Vi -- f (xi. y;) 
If we define thb sum as S we may say: 
n 
S = t v.2 
i .1 1 
The expression, f (x), wHl have-unknowns; -a1 -az. aJc--.nich are-to be ~aluated­
.ith the n._ (xi. Yi) data sets. The necessary and sufficient condition which 
.inimizes S is that: 
6$ 6$ 6S 
oa- = 0, era- • 0, ••• Oa • o. 
1 --2- k 
A circle can be expressed as a polynominal in two variables, f (x, y) = O. 
or 
-We know that the only unknowns- are xo- and YO' the location of the center -of 
the circle and -R, its radius. We will set: 
aO = -ZltO a1 s -2yo 
and 
It is at this point that our analysis ceases to be entirely rigoris. Ttae 
partial differential equations: 
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are required to be independant of one another, and it is clear that in this 
construction a2 is a function of al and aO· 
We can extract ourselves from this dilema if we have an approximate knowledge 
of the location of the center of the circle. If this approximate value is 
sub~racted froll the data such that ~ • _R2 the independance of the partial 
differential expres~ions is preserved-and-~ may-p~oceedL~ith our ~evelopment~ 
Using the substution above our expreSSion for a circle becomes: 
x2 + y2 + ao x + al y + a2 • 0 
Remembering that: 
Vi • f(xi, yi) 
we have: 
n 2 n 2 5:: :t v. .. :t f(x., y.) 
i __ l 1 i.l 11 
and 
n ~ • :t 2 Xl' (x. 2 + y.2 + aD x. + a1 y. + a2) • 0-oaO i. 1 1', 1 1 
5 n 2 2 ~. :t 2 y,(x. + y. + aD x. + a1 y. + a2) • 0 oal i. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
45 n 2 2 ~ ~ ., Iv ,. Y +.. .. +- a.. Yi + '2) • 0. u 2 i: 1 ~'~""i - i --0 --i .1 
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abbreviating t to t, and dhiding all thr-ee _equat.i~ by two we obtai~ 
i • 1 
ee 
t Xi2 yi + t Yi3 + aO t xi yi + at t Yi'2: + a2 t Y; • 0 
t xi2 + t Yi2 + aO t xi + at t yi + a2 n • 0 




+ t xi Yi + t xi __ -t xi - 1: x_i Yi 
2 2 3 
+ 1: y i + t y i .. -t xi y i -- t Y i 
+1:y. +n _tx_2 _ t -y."l: 
1 1 1 
After solution of this expression for ao. at. and a2: 
and 
a 




The residuals are evalulated by substituting the input data pairs into 1:he 
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As in a linear least squares analysis, the standard deviation of the v. is the 
. 1 
most reasonable measure. of the quality of the. ftL 
AppHcabiHty 
It should be noted that this method is useful for any two dimensional expres-
~ion in tdlich the power of t.he variables take on positive- integer- values---as 
long as the data can be manipulated to maintain independence of the partial 
differential equations. 
The general expression for a 'conic section is clear-ly app-Hcable--: 
bO x2 + bl y2 + b2 x + b3 y + b4 • 0 
SOURCE 
1. Sokolnikoff, I.S. and E.S. Higher Mathematic .. for Engineers and 
Physicists, MCGraw-Hill, 1941, Page 536. 
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